
Step 1
Take out your 
homework.

Mini-Project on Identity
Vocab 29-32

Step 2

Write down today’s date 
and title.
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Step 3

Welcome Work

NO JOURNAL!
Give your vocabulary homework to your partner. 
Have him/her check to see if you used simple and 
compound sentences correctly.



Chapter quotes

• As we read, you are going to record one important quotation per 
chapter.

Chapter 
name

Important Quote Why is it important?

Black Eye of 
the Month 
Club

“And if you’re 14 year-old like me, 
and you’re still stuttering and lisping, 
then you become the biggest retard 
in the world” (Alexie 10)

Junior lacks self-confidence. This is 
indirectly characterized.

Why Chicken 
Means So 
Much to Me



Read Chapter 3: Revenge is my Middle Name

• Find a quote about friendship



Read Chapter 4: 
Because Geometry is Not a Country Somewhere Near France

• Read quietly to yourself until the sentence 

“So I thank God for my thumbs.”

• Find a quotation about education.



Three types of questions





Answer the questions in your packet.



Micah Warner

1-4 1 30

An annual celebration with singing, dancing, gambling, and storytelling. 



Junior is cynical because he has been unfairly treated 
economically. He explains, “Our white dentist believed that 
Indians only felt half as much pain as white people” (Alexie 
9). This instance shows that white people don’t treat the 
Indians as fairly as others because they apply a stereotype 
that is wrong. 



This is at least  four sentences!
Sentence 1: ANSWER the questions.
Sentence 2: PROOF from the novel (Quote)
Sentence 3: PROOF from the video “The Worst Slaughter…” (Paraphrase)
Sentence 4-5: Explain

Junior’s parents turn to substance abuse to escapes the reality of their historical 

poverty. In the video “The Worst Slaughter,” white people were shown taking away 

the land and freedoms of Native Americans. Junior further acknowledges his 

understanding of the deep seeded mistreatment, acknowledging that “Reservation 

Indians don’t get to realize their dreams…We’re just poor and that’s all we are” 

(Alexie 18). 



HOMEWORK: A DAY

• DUE Wednesday, November 16
• Create three questions (page 10)

• Study Vocabulary 24-32



HOMEWORK: B DAY

• DUE Thursday, November 17
• Create three questions (page 10)

• Study Vocabulary 24-32


